The cultivation of many crops relies on the formation of chimeric plants, where roots from one variety are grafted onto the shoot of another. A new study uncovers how two plants connect and demonstrates that the root and shoot do not contribute equally to the union.
Imagine taking two organisms, cutting both of them in half and fusing them together to make a superior individual. Sounds like science fiction? With animal systems it almost certainly is, but with plants, fusions such as the TomtatoÒ (a tomato-potato chimera) are very much a reality ( Figure 1A ). Tissue grafts and organ transfers in animal systems are clearly possible, but plants exhibit a developmental plasticity unparalleled in the animal kingdom that enables fusion of individual plants. This fusion is termed grafting, and usually involves combining the root system from one plant (the rootstock) and the shoot from another (the scion). Essentially, the two plants become one, and in the case of the TomtatoÒ can produce both tomatoes and potatoes. Grafted plants often have a massive advantage over their parents. For example, heavy-cropping shoots can be grafted onto robust rootstocks. This technique is widely employed in horticulture and for many species the process of joining the two plants has been automated. A search of YouTube for 'automated grafting' reveals a highthroughput industrial process more reminiscent of an automobile factory than a plant nursery.
Despite the extensive expertise in the grafting industry, we have surprisingly little understanding of the biological processes underlying graft formation. One of the essential processes during grafting is the reconnection of the vascular system, as without it there would be no transport of water and nutrients between organs. In this issue of Current Biology, Melnyk et al. [1] employ a suite of cutting-edge imaging approaches to investigate how the vascular tissues reconnect and reveal a complex communication between rootstock and scion.
One of the reasons we know so little about the mechanisms of graft formation is that the really interesting stuff happens deep within the tissue. To form a graft, you need reasonably thick and developed tissue, but this is exactly the sort of tissue that is problematic for live imaging. For this reason, Melnyk et al. focused on the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana. Grafting Arabidopsis is a widely used procedure [2] , and has been used extensively to investigate movement of mobile components between root and shoot systems, but even in our model plant, we only have a superficial understanding of how the tissues unite. Figure 1B) . The vascular tissue comprises two transport systems (xylem and phloem). Xylem is responsible for root to shoot transport of water and nutrients, while phloem is required to transfer photosynthetic assimilates to the root. Through observing the movement of fluorescent dyes and proteins, they were able to pinpoint accurately the time at which the vascular tissues united. By coupling these observations with physiological data, they provided a sequence of events required for graft formation. The tissues adhere first -after three days phloem connections are established and roots start to regrow. Finally, after seven days the xylem vessels connect and only then can water be transported efficiently throughout the plant ( Figure 1B) .
But how do these connections form? To investigate this, Melnyk et al. performed a series of detailed experiments examining cell division, cell differentiation and gene expression. Through comparing these processes both above and below the graft site, they were able to observe striking asymmetries in the behaviour of the rootstock and scion, demonstrating that the rootstock and scion did not contribute equally to graft formation. Essentially, they showed that the formation of both phloem and xylem is an apically derived process. Demonstrating this for xylem was relatively straight forward, as xylem elements can be readily visualised, and formed first above the graft junction. However, showing this for phloem was more complex and required a technique known as 'three segment' or 'interstock' grafting. This involved grafting a small section of a plant bearing a phloem mobile marker gene between a nontransgenic scion and a non-transgenic rootstock. Using this approach, they could see that the establishment of phloem connection with the scion occurred before connections with the rootstock.
However, these asymmetries were not restricted to the differentiation of vascular cells. The authors followed the expression of marker lines for genes induced by wound response [3] and cell-specific markers for other cell types such as the waterproofing layer around the vascular cells known as the endodermis [4, 5] . In both cases, an initial asymmetry was seen where expression was activated first above the graft junction and only later was this asymmetry lost as the activity of these markers became similar on both sides of the graft junction. These data support the hypothesis that an apically derived signal was driving the connection of vascular tissues.
But what could this signal be? Many processes in plant development are regulated by phytohormones. Melynk et al. investigated two of these hormones -auxin and cytokinin. Both are known to play pivotal roles in the formation of vascular tissue [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . As these hormones are transported long distances through the vascular tissues [11, 12] they could provide candidates for scion-derived signals. Melnyk et al. looked at reporters for both these hormones adjacent to the graft junction and analysed if mutants impaired in either auxin or cytokinin biosynthesis or signalling showed defects in the grafting response. Both auxin and cytokinin response was observed above and below the graft junction.
None of the mutants affected in cytokinin biosynthesis or signalling showed a significant effect on phloem reconnection across the graft border. However, a subset of the mutants affected in auxin synthesis and signalling showed a significant delay in phloem reconnection when a wild-type scion was grafted on a mutant rootstock. This result suggested that auxin is the primary driver of vascular re-connection. Two of these mutants were shown to be required below the graft junction to promote phloem reconnection and initiate an auxin response in the rootstock. When these mutants were grafted as scions onto wild-type rootstocks the vascular reconnections occurred fairly normally. Therefore, it appears that certain auxin-related components are required in the rootstock to promote transport and signalling of scion-derived auxin.
Together, these results hint at a complex communication between rootstock and scion that allows the connection of tissues. Mostly this communication involves a mobile signal from the rootstock promoting changes in cell division, cell differentiation and wound response. However, the rootstock is not passive in the grafting process and uses its own genetic program to interpret this signal and connect with the scion.
This study provides a clear indication of the temporal series of events as grafts form in Arabidopsis. It uncovers several auxin-related genes that promote the reconnection of vascular tissues. Although the exact molecular mechanism of joining vascular tissues remains unknown, this study has identified a set of potential signals that could regulate this process. These are generic signals that are conserved throughout the plant Over the past few years it has become increasingly clear that extracellular mechanical forces provide important signals for a variety of cellular functions. Mechanical signals are now known to directly influence receptor-ligand interactions at the cell surface as well as downstream signaling in the cytoplasm [1] . The response of cell-surface adhesion receptors to mechanical stress appears to dictate the quality of adhesion and downstream signaling at the interface of cell-matrix or cell-cell junctions. An important example in this context is the role of integrins in the establishment of the specialized contact interface between T cells and antigen-presenting cells (APCs) -the 'immunological synapse' [2] . In two recent papers in the Journal of Cell Biology, Comrie et al. [3, 4] now identify the mechanism that links the mechanical requirements of adhesion molecules on T cells with force-mediated feedback from dendritic cells to potentiate signaling. Formation of a synaptic junction between APCs and T cells that is stable enough to allow for the engagement of the T-cell receptor with its ligand -antigenic peptide bound to major histocompatibility complex (MHC) -on the APC is the first and critical step for T-cell activation. This process is facilitated by integrins, such as LFA-1, on T cells and the LFA-1-binding partner on APCs, ICAM-1.
A wealth of literature has shown that LFA-1 is critical for the sensitivity of T cells to MHC-peptide complexes, as well as for effector function and immunological memory [5] . However, the precise factors that govern LFA-1 activation at the immunological synapse are not well understood. This issue is particularly interesting to investigate since T cells undergo significant changes in their morphology and in the underlying cytoskeleton within a matter of seconds following initial encounter with APCs. This early T-cell spreading event poses hugely different mechanical impositions on the integrin molecule within a short time period. In single-molecule studies, it has previously
